Bryant University is grateful for the individuals and organizations who have contributed their talents and expertise to make the Academic Innovation Center possible.

With appreciation for the Bryant University Facilities team including Brian Britton, John Metcalf, David Semnoski, and their colleagues in Information Services, we offer a special thank you to our architect, engineering, and consulting team including:

EYP Architecture & Engineering - Boston, Massachusetts
Joe Casali Engineering Company - Warwick, Rhode Island
Leavitt Associates - Cambridge, Massachusetts

Constructing the Academic Innovation Center was a team effort led by the Providence office of the Boston-based BOND construction management company. Bryant University thanks BOND for its diligent efforts starting with the services they provided as early as the conceptual design of the facility. BOND led and managed a team of more than 32 subcontractors and material suppliers too numerous to count extending from Smithfield, Rhode Island, to India and Germany. In addition to BOND, Bryant would like to acknowledge the construction efforts of the following main contractors on the project:

Aero Mechanical Corporation
Apollo Roofing & Sheet Metal
DiGregorio Corporation
HB Communications Company
H. Carr & Sons Incorporated
Interstate Electric Company
JL Marshall Company
Ruggieri Brothers Company
Sarra Engineering
Spino Brothers
ThielSch Engineering
Sunrise Erectors Company
United Steel
Velocity Networks Incorporated
Welcome to the grand opening of the Bryant University Academic Innovation Center, a trailblazing academic facility that redefines the future of higher education.
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